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APT, Attached Proton Test, a bitmap image viewer, is a Win32 console application using functionality
of the PIL library. It allows quick and easy viewing of bitmap images. APT runs on Windows
98/Me/NT/2000/XP/2003/Vista. Release History: 0.1.1 - Initial Release 0.2.0 - Improved cursor
handling 0.2.1 - Fix for corrupted images with a wxPython 1.8.0 0.2.2 - Improved method of
determining the scale of the bitmap 0.2.3 - Improvements for GIF support 0.2.4 - Increased max
dimensions to 2048 0.2.5 - Improvements for CRW, CMW, PLT 0.2.6 - Background support added for
non-bitmap images 0.2.7 - BMP support added 0.2.8 - Cute support added for non-bitmap images
0.2.9 - Improved error handling and a workaround for some problems 0.2.10 - Added a wait cursor so
the program does not take over the desktop 0.2.11 - No longer requires wxPython 1.7.0 0.2.12 -
Improved formatting for bitmap fonts 0.2.13 - Added a feature to improve load times if the image
isn't found. 0.2.14 - Added support for Python 2.3 for CRW and CMW (including MIME type) 0.2.15 -
Improved loading of images 0.3.0 - Small performance improvements 0.3.1 - Correction of a bug in
the regex library used in find_bitmap 0.3.2 - Support for non-bitmap images has been expanded.
0.3.3 - Support for transparent images has been added. 0.3.4 - Loading of images and output are
now both customizable. 0.3.5 - Support for embedded font programs has been added (unlimited).
0.3.6 - Image font support added for MS Win 3.1 and Win95. 0.3.7 - Unicode support added. 0.3.8 -
Improvements for CRW and CMW. 0.3.9 - Support for encoding using Curses has been added to CRW.
0.3.10 - Support for loading images from URLs has
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HPLC - High performance liquid chromatography is a chemical technique in which a mixture of
compounds is separated according to their different affinities for a liquid stationary phase, which
typically is adsorbed to a solid support. for a more efficient numerical treatment in the asymptotic
limit. However, when the optical parameter $d$ is small, we can still obtain a rather accurate
description. For example, the exact $d_{\rm H} \simeq 2.89$ is obtained when $d = 0.01$, whereas
the approximation of $d$ by $d_{\rm H}$ for the other cases gives a curve in good agreement with
the exact one. ![Optical depth of a resonant medium in the limit of large $\gamma$ and small
$d$.[]{data-label="fig1"}](fig1.eps) ![Contour plot of the exact optical depth $\tau$ (solid line) and
the approximation of $\tau$ by $d_{\rm H}$ (dotted line). The other parameters are $k = 10^{6}$,
$x = 10$, $\gamma = 10^{6}$, and $d = 0.1$.[]{data-label="fig2"}](fig2.eps) Concluding Remarks
{#concluding-remarks.unnumbered} ================== We have shown that the
Huygens principle can be extended to resonant media with large damping, and that the effective
optical depth $d_{\rm H}$ of a resonant medium can be determined more accurately by using the
effective propagation constant $\beta_{\rm eff}$ than by using the propagation constant $\beta$.
Acknowledgments {#acknowledgments.unnumbered} =============== The authors are
grateful to Professor F. A. Hopf for helpful discussions. [10]{} K. Y. Bliokh and A. Aiello, J. Opt. Soc.
Am. B **23**, 2037 (2006). K. Y. Bliokh and Y. P. Bliokh, J. Nanophotonics **3**, 030401 (2009). C. E.
R. Wold, M. J. S. Kole, M. M. Dignam, and B. J. Eggleton, Opt aa67ecbc25
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APT - Attached Proton Test is an useful chemistry-related software application that simulates the
attached proton test in carbon-13 NMR. The program accepts as input the chemical shifts of the
carbon, the number of attached protons, and the value of the coupling constants. Alternately, the
user may choose to analyze an unknown. 3) Nature of Work and Performance Characteristics This
project is designed to be a modular software tool of chemical simulation. The core of APT -
ATTACHED PROTON TEST is an algorithm to simulate the chemical shift of one proton in relation to
its coupling constant and its number of attached protons. Therefore, APT is a simulation. It is only a
simulation. APT and its software should not be used to simulate or produce any physical properties
or chemical shifts. It is only a simulation designed to simulate the chemical shift of one proton in
carbon-13 NMR. APT can simulate the chemical shift of one proton only with its accuracy as a
simulation. APT's accuracy as a simulation for chemical shift of one proton in carbon-13 NMR is in the
region of ±0.01 ppm. The user of APT has the option to change the number of allowed simulation
uncertainties to be ±0.01 ppm, ±0.02 ppm or ±0.05 ppm. A full set of tables for the chemical shift of
one proton in carbon-13 NMR, including the chemical shift simulation, have been designed for fast
calculation. This is done by table look-up of the carbon and coupling constant values which
constitutes the simulation. APT - ATTACHED PROTON TEST performance characteristics are as
follows: It is suitable for small and medium size companies (no more than 40 persons) who want to
perform chemical shift simulations in carbon-13 NMR using a desktop or laptop computer. 5) User
population and organization APT - ATTACHED PROTON TEST is for the chemical simulation of
carbon-13 NMR. It is not a program for the determination of the chemical shift of one proton in
carbon-13 NMR. It is only a simulation. User population and organization is not relevant to software
production. 6) Data Output Format APT - ATTACHED PROTON TEST is an optional application. Its main
function is to simulate the chemical shift of one proton in carbon-13 NMR. The user may choose to
print the chemical shift in ppm

What's New in the APT - Attached Proton Test?

'... The program was tested with chemical structure libraries, and it was found to be highly accurate.
The program also allowed exact calculations for all possible proton positions, including expected
peaks when the carbon is placed centrally in a molecule'. Software benefits: * Single file that does
the whole test in just one operation * Exact calculations for all possible proton positions, including
expected peaks when the carbon is placed centrally in a molecule * 0.6 - 1 second time saving
compared to multiple files * Highly accurate calculations * Portable version * Highly accurate results
* High memory use - Supports all possible isotopes of carbon-13 - Unicode/ANSI Printable version in
English and French - German version - Chinese version - Spanish version - Italian version - English
versionRudolf Hoene-Wroński Rudolf Hoene-Wroński, also known as Rudolf Hoene-Wroński (10
August 1903 in Stendal – 10 August 1989 in Kalisz) was a German architect and journalist,
particularly active in Poland. Biography Hoene-Wroński was the son of a Prussian civil servant. He
began his career as an apprentice at the Building Academy in Berlin in the year 1923. A scholarship
provided by the German cultural organisation Deutscher Werkbund allowed him to study
architecture in Graz in the year 1926. Upon completion of his studies he worked for the architectural
office of Heinrich Tessenow in Berlin from 1928 to 1932. In the period 1933/1934 he worked as a
secretary for Konrad Adenauer. The next year he moved to the Technical University of Berlin where
he studied until 1935. He graduated in 1936. His first work was a school in Reutlingen. This was
followed by a large housing estate in Berlin-Weissensee (1937) and a seat for the East Berlin state
radio station in Döbeln (1940). In the period 1938/1940 he was a co-founder of the "Zentrales
Akademie für Architektur und Bauwesen" in Berlin. He was chairman of the Berlin branch of the
Architects Association. In the summer of 1944 he left Berlin. He then worked in Zug (Germany), in
Warsaw and, finally, in Kraków (Poland). In 1946 he worked as
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows XP/Vista/7/8 (64-bit only) Processor: Dual Core or Quad Core 1GHz Memory: 4GB RAM
Graphics: DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card DirectX: Version 9.0c Hard Drive Space: At least
9GB available Sound Card: DirectX compatible sound card How to Download: Use the links below.
Note: - You must have a PTP connection with USB 1.1 or higher for this update to work.- If you want
to
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